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UD Plant Pathology Experience in Extension
We are requesting an extension scholar for the 2014 field season.  Our aim is to provide the scholar with a diverse experience in plant pathology ranging from the lab to the field.  To
accomplish this goal, the 2014 extension scholar will participate in the day to day operations of the UD plant diagnostic clinic and assist the UD Extension Plant pathologist with field
research in the 2014 field season.  The UD Plant Diagnostic Clinic receives samples of plant material, soil, and insects for diagnosis of disease and other issues, as well as some survey
samples for specific pathogens.
 
The Extension Scholar would be guided by Nancy Gregory in several aspects of extension and lab plant pathology including experiences in:
 
•Sample processing, including check in and prioritization
•Digital photography of plant pathogens and diseased plants
•Laboratory and greenhouse techniques and plant pathological testing methods, including aseptic technique, culturing of plant pathogens, media prep, ELISA, and other techniques that
may be of interest to the scholar.
•Uploading data to the National Repository for the National Plant Diagnostic Network
•Extension outreach including contributing to the Plant Disease web site blog, “Hot Topics” with timely topics and images and assisting with Extension.org Ask an Expert questions,
including literature and internet research.
 
The Extension Scholar would be guided by Nathan Kleczewski in several aspects of extension, lab, and field plant pathology including experiences in:
 
•Experimental design and setup
•Preparation and application of inoculum
•Field identification of plant diseases
•Disease rating and data collection
•Sample collection and processing
•Data entry
•Extension outreach including assisting with factsheet development and contributions to the Field Crop Disease Blog.
 
The Extension Scholar will work closely with Nathan Kleczewski on research projects on small grains and soybean, as well as assist in rating small grain and soybean variety trials.
 
Nancy Gregory and Nathan Kleczewski intend to split the individual’s time throughout the field season.  If interested and capable, the Extension Scholar will have the opportunity to
conduct his/her own research project characterizing baseline sensitivity of select fungal pathogens of corn to fungicide active ingredients.  This project would utilize all of the skills taught
by Nathan Kleczewski and Nancy Gregory and provide the student with a holistic experience in plant pathology.


